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Abstract 14 

In mesotidal environments, the monitoring of shoreline changes is hampered by the 15 

determination of this line on aerial photographs. This paper discusses and evaluates the 16 

importance of taking into account the margin of error associated in determining the state of 17 

the shoreline.  18 

To demonstrate this effect, three cases were selected and studied using aerial photographs 19 

from 1946 and 2016 (70-year period). The sites chosen on the Moroccan Atantic coast are 20 

very close to each other but evolve differently.  We proved statically that the impact of taking 21 

into account the margin of error will not have the same effect on the interpretation of the 22 

results. 23 

By taking these errors into consideration, the interpretation of the results becomes more 24 

consistent and more suitable for the decision-makers. 25 

 26 

  27 
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1. Introduction 28 

Sandy beaches are coastal areas that constantly changing; they can retreat (erosion) or 29 

advance (accretion), depending on natural or anthropogenic factors. Changes can be related to 30 

local factors (geology, geomorphology, wind...), marine forcing agents (waves, tides, currents, 31 

and sea-level), but also the state of human intervention (habitat, port, dyke...), with complex 32 

scale-dependent interactions (Brown et al., 2006, Hulme et al., 2002; Gibeaut, 2000).  33 

One of the most important aspects that need to be investigated is study of historical shoreline 34 

dynamics. Aerial photography has been creating a good data base for the compilation the 35 

coast where the shoreline position has changed (Murray F., 2013; Fletcher et al., 2003; 36 

Anders et al., 1991; Crowell et al., 1991; Stafford, 1971). Shoreline position interpreted from 37 

historical aerial imagery is frequently used to assess shoreline change (Wernette and al., 38 

2017). 39 

The importance of the vertical aerial photographs (black and white) is that they are documents 40 

that can give us the state of the shoreline (in the old years) before the development of 41 

computer technology and satellite imagery. Therefore, the use of aerial photographs is 42 

essential for the study of the historical shoreline states. 43 

On an aerial photograph, to monitor coastal changes, identification of the following 44 

morphological components of the shore may prove important (Furmanczyk and Dudzinska-45 

Nowak, 2019): High water line (border between the land and the sea); dune base line/cliff 46 

food line and cliff range line/dune crest line. 47 

The high water line (HWL) has been demonstrated to be the best indicator of the land-water 48 

interface for historical shoreline comparison studies (Xiaojun, 2009, Pajak, M.J., and 49 

Leatherman, 2002); it can usually be approximated from aerial photographs (Dolan and 50 

Hayden, 1983; Stafford, 1971). Fortunately, the HWL is usually evidenced on black and white 51 

aerial photographs by a change in gray tone (Boak and Turner 2005, Crowell et al., 1991). 52 
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Durand (1999) and Romine et al. (2009) identified five potential sources of error margin in 53 

the position of the shoreline interpreted from aerial photographs, being: 1) the precision of the 54 

reference document, 2) the precision of the location of control points, 3) the errors related to 55 

the polynomial models used by the software, 4) the errors on the exact position of shoreline, 56 

5) the errors related to the fluctuations exact of the shoreline.  57 

Therefore, the use of aerial photographs is strongly linked to the data and software used, to 58 

the environmental conditions and to the operator. The margin of error is calculated from the 59 

combination of all these elements. 60 

In this paper we want to show that the consideration or not of the margin of error has a strong 61 

influence on the interpretation of the results, especially in the case of beaches where the 62 

coastline evolves slowly. 63 

For this purpose, we have chosen three sites that evolve differently; the beach of Sidi Moussa, 64 

the north-eastern part and the south-western part of Sidi Abed bay (Moroccan Atlantic coast). 65 

We calculated the evolution of their shorelines using aerial photographs from 1946 and 2016 66 

(70 years). 67 

2. The Study Area 68 

The study area is a part of Moroccan Atlantic coastline (32°57'30''/33°30'30'' N; 69 

08°46'45''/08°41'15'' W). It is characterized by his remarkable landscape richness (fig. 1). The 70 

area is a series of sandy beaches of Quaternary age (Ouadia, 1998), separated by rocky 71 

coastlines from transgressive plioquaternary deposits (Gigout 1951). 72 

The two sites chosen are sandy coastlines; they are close to each other (10 km). They have the 73 

same geological characteristics, they are subject to the same weather conditions and they have 74 

the same offshore marine conditions. However, they are morphologically different. 75 
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The site of Sidi Moussa is a rectilinear sandy beach, about 2,900 m long. It is limited to the 76 

South-West by a rocky point and to the North-East by a sandy spit that marks the pass of the 77 

lagoon of Sidi Moussa.  78 

The bay of Sidi Abed is a sandy beach subdivided into two parts by a tombolo. The north-79 

eastern part is 1,500 m long and the south-eastern part is about 950 m long. Several villas are 80 

built on the dune of the north-eastern part and this site is very coveted by the national tourist 81 

in summer. 82 

The region's climate is semi-arid with an annual average temperature of about 18.7 °C and a 83 

pluviometry annual average of 317 mm.  84 

According to Koutistonsky et al (2006), the mean annual winds have speeds ranging from 4 to 85 

9 m.s-1, with predominantly northeasterly and northerly directions. The strongest winds are 86 

observed from December to February, from the west and northwest, with speeds more than 30 87 

m.s-1. The weakest winds occur during the summer and are predominantly from the north and 88 

northeast. 89 

The tide is semi-diurnal with two high tides and two low tides approximately every 25 hours 90 

with a tidal range of between 2 m and 4 m (Hilmi et al. 2002).  91 

The waves W and NW are almost permanent. The amplitudes range between 0.5 to 7 meter 92 

and the periods vary between 8 to 18 seconds (Chaibi, 2003). The highest waves (10-11m) 93 

come from the west and the longest waves (12-13 seconds) come from the northwest and 94 

north (Koutistonsky et al, 2006). 95 

3. Methods 96 

The shoreline is extracted from vertical aerial photographs (black-and-white) taken in 1946 97 

and 2016 (Scanned at high resolution 600 dpi). This documents were superimposed in the 98 

same geographical reference frame using a topographical map (lambert conform conical) 99 

(tab. 1). 100 
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The aerial photographs are processed (georeferenced and corrected) using the image 101 

processing software TNTmips and then exported to the Arc-Gis software for shoreline 102 

digitization and cartographic representation (fig. 2). 103 

The rectification of aerial photographs is done by locating the coordinates of as many 104 

common points (A minimum of 20 geographically distributed ground control points). These 105 

landmarks are distributed over the entire photograph to obtain a coherent result (Bertier, 106 

2009). 107 

In order to best correct defects related to internal distortions in aerial photos, it is necessary to 108 

use geometric deformation models. The model used is called 'Affine model'. 109 

Following, the resampling process we used called 'Nearest Neighbor model' permitted us to 110 

determine the numerical value to be placed in the new pixel location of the corrected output 111 

image. 112 

The chosen shoreline (high water line, HWL) is the boundary between wet and dry sand 113 

(wet/dry line) evident by a tonal contrast. This boundary represents the upper reach of the 114 

wave swash during the preceding high tide and is less susceptible to daily changes in ocean 115 

water levels, which are not related to shoreline changes, than the water line (Boak and Turner 116 

2005, Crowell et al., 1991). 117 

The principal methodological approach recommended in the draft FEMA (The United States 118 

Federal Emergency Management Agency) guidelines is to digitize historical and current 119 

shorelines from maps and aerial photographs so that transects, plotted perpendicular to the 120 

shorelines, can be created for the purpose of measuring and computing rates of shoreline 121 

change (In Crowell et al., 1991). We've plotted perpendicular transects every 45 meters for 122 

the beach of Sidi Moussa (65 transects) and for the bay of Sidi Abed (56 transects). 123 

The overall uncertainty (the error margin) is the sum of all errors incurred during data pre-124 

processing operations (tab. 2). These errors may be combined by calculating the square root 125 
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of the sum of the squares of the standard deviations. The rootmean-square total error (RMST), 126 

is given by Equation (Sutherland 2012) :  127 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑇 = √(𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑆2 + 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐼2 + 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑉2) 

Where: RMSS is the root-mean-square source uncertainty (RMSE of the base image),  128 

RMSI is the root-mean-square interpretation uncertainty (Interpretation error), 129 

RMSV is the root-mean-square variability error (RMSE of the georeferencing process). 130 

A more appropriate accuracy standard is RMST95, which is calculated by Equation (FGDC 131 

1998, In Wernette and al., 2017): 132 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑇95 = 1.7308 ∗ 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑇  
RMST95 indicates the distance below which 95% of the positional errors in the image are 133 

expected to fall (Wernette and al., 2017). 134 

The results obtained from the RMST95 indicate that this value does not exceed 12 m (± 6 m) 135 

(tab. 2). This result is found by several authors (Durand, 1999; Dial 2000, Gaillot et al., 136 

2001). 137 

In order to compare our results, without and with taking into account the margin of error, the 138 

value of ± 6 m was used to create the buffer zone for each shoreline. 139 

4. Results and Discussion 140 

For the three cases of study, the shoreline dynamics (erosion/accretion) will be expressed in 141 

linear meter (Lm) and surface area (m
2
). These results will be analyzed taking into account 142 

the effect of the margin of error on the interpretation. 143 

Sidi Abed bay (Northeast part) (fig. 3 and fig. 5 (A)): 144 

In the northeast zone (1,500 m in length), among the 34 transects, 26 show erosion (76.47%) 145 

with an average rate of -30.62 Lm for the 70-year period (i.e. 0.44 Lm/year); only 8 transects 146 

are under the error margin. 147 
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This area has lost approximately -45,799 m
2
 (tab. 3). Even if we exclude the values below the 148 

margin of error (-15,844 m
2
), 65.41% of the values indicate erosion. 149 

In this area, although values inside the margin of error have been excluded, the results still 150 

indicate erosion. 151 

This tendency of erosion is most probably related to the destruction of the dune and the 152 

construction in its place of a group of villas (during the 70s), which today constitute the 153 

village of Sidi Abed. 154 

Sidi Abed bay (Southwest part) (fig. 3 and fig. 5 (B)): 155 

However, in the southwest zone (950 m in length), from 22 transects only one transect that is 156 

outside the margin of error (4.54 %). Even we taking in the account the values inside the 157 

margin of error, the rate of accumulation is very low, representing only 5.03 Lm for 70 years 158 

(i.e. 0.07 Lm/year).  159 

This zone has expanded by 4,892 m
2
 (tab. 3), but excluding the values inside the margin of 160 

error, we find that only 0.63% (i.e. 31 m
2
) represents a clear accumulation; it means this coast 161 

is stable. 162 

The south-western zone of Sidi Abed is an area less frequented by tourists and its beach 163 

profile comprises the dune fixed by vegetation. 164 

Sidi Moussa beach (fig. 4 and fig. 6): 165 

The site of Sidi Moussa is a rectilinear beach about 2900 m long. Over the last 70 years, both 166 

erosion and accretion was observed; generally, the shoreline is eroding on the southwestern 167 

part and accreting on the northeastern part. 168 

Among 65 transects, 35 illustrate erosion; the rate of erosion -7.91 Lm for the 70 years of the 169 

study (i.e. -0.11 Lm/year). The other 30 transects illustrate accumulation with a rate of 9.86 m 170 

(i.e. 0.14 Lm/year). 19 transects are outside the margin of error, which is 29.23 %. 171 
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The results obtained in this area demonstrate that it is in sedimentary equilibrium; the eroded 172 

surface is equal to 12,228 m
2
 and the added surface is 13,070 m

2
 (tab. 3). Although the area 173 

inside the error interval is very high, the result remains almost the same. 174 

At the northeast end of this beach, the growth of the sandy spit clearly demonstrates the 175 

movement of sand from southwest to northeast. 176 

5. Conclusions 177 

In addition to demonstrating a new approach for assessing shoreline change, through three 178 

case studies, this study clearly demonstrates the effect of taking or not into account the margin 179 

of error on the interpretation of the results. 180 

The first site, the northeastern part of the Sidi Abed bay, has been subject to significant 181 

erosion. Although the margin of error has been taken into account, this site still has signs of 182 

erosion.  183 

The second site, the south-western part of the Sidi Abed bay, has seen a slight accumulation, 184 

but taking into account the margin of error, this site can be interpreted as a stable zone. 185 

The evolution of the coastline at the third site, the beach of Sidi Moussa, is more complex; 186 

with a south-western zone eroding and a north-eastern zone accumulating. The changes in 187 

sediments have been longitudinal (Longshore drift); the area lost to the south-west is almost 188 

the same area gained north-east. However, although the margin of error has been taken into 189 

account, this site has shown that it is in equilibrium. 190 

The monitoring of shoreline changes is very important for local decision-makers for the 191 

preparation of development plans. Currently, there are several recent methods of studying 192 

coastline evolution, but the use of aerial photographs remains unavoidable for long-term 193 

studies. 194 
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In mesotidal environments the coastline fluctuation is significant; the identification of HWL 195 

on an aerial photographs can still be subject to errors. By taking these errors into 196 

consideration, the interpretation of the results becomes more consistent.  197 
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Figures captions 291 

Fig. 1 Geographic situation and morphological characteristics of the study area coastline 292 

Fig. 2 Flowchart of Study 293 

Fig. 3 Shoreline change output of Sidi Abed bay (A: without buffer zone; B: with buffer zone) 294 

Fig. 4 Shoreline change output of Sidi Moussa beach (A: without buffer zone; B: with buffer 295 

zone) 296 

Fig. 5 Changes in the shoreline at Sidi Abed bay (1946-2016) (A: Northern part; B: Southern 297 

part) 298 

Fig. 6 Changes in the shoreline at Sidi Moussa beach (1946-2016) 299 

Tab. 1 Data used to cover the study area 300 

Tab. 2 Calculated of the error margin of the historical aerial photographs 301 

Tab. 3 Calculated of the surfaces inside/outside the margin of error and the rate of variation 302 
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 312 

Fig. 1 Geographic situation and morphological characteristics of the study area coastline 313 

 314 

Fig. 2 Flowchart of Study 315 
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 316 

Fig. 3 Shoreline change output of Sidi Abed bay (A: without buffer zone; B: with buffer zone) 317 

 318 

Fig. 4 Shoreline change output of Sidi Moussa beach (A: without buffer zone; B: with buffer 319 

zone) 320 
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 321 

Fig. 5 Changes in the shoreline at Sidi Abed bay (1946-2016) (A: Northern part; B: Southern 322 

part) 323 

 324 

Fig. 6 Changes in the shoreline at Sidi Moussa beach (1946-2016) 325 

Tab. 1 Data used to cover the study area 326 

Date Reference Scale Image Type Number 

2010 ANCFCC
* 

1/25000 Topographic map 3 

01/07/1946 ANCFCC
* 

1/33000 Black & white 3 

05/06/2016 ANCFCC
* 

1/20000 Black & white 3 

* National Agency of Land Conservation of the Cadastre and Cartography 327 

 328 
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Tab. 2 Calculated of the error margin of the historical aerial photographs 329 

Site year Nb. photos RMSS RMSI RMSV RMST RMST95 

Sidi 

Abed 

1946 1 2.23 5 3.75 6.64 11.49 

2016 1 1.39 5 2.12 5.61 9.70 

Sidi 

Moussa 

1946 2 
3.02 5 3.15 6.64 11.49 

2.66 5 3.04 6,42 11.12 

2016 2 
1.43 5 2.00 5.57 9.64 

1.85 5 2.32 5,81 10.06 

 330 

 331 

Tab. 3 Calculated of the surfaces inside/outside the margin of error and the rate of variation 332 

Sites 

State of the 
sectors and 

budget 

Surface 
m

2
 (A) 

Surface inside the 
error interval m

2
 (B) 

Clear difference  
m

2
 (C=A-B) 

Rate of variation in 
% (D=C/A*100) 

Sidi Abed bay 
(northern part) 

Accretion 389 385 4 1,03 

Erosion 46 189 16 230 29 959 64,86 

Budget -45 799 -15 844 -29 955 65,41 

Sidi Abed bay 
(southern 

part) 

Accretion 5 154 5 120 34 0,66 

Erosion 261 258 3 1,15 

Budget 4 892 4 861 31 0,63 

Sidi Moussa 
beach 

Accretion 13 070 11 155 1 915 14,65 

Erosion 12 228 11 515 714 5,84 

Budget 841 -360 482 57,26 

 333 

 334 



Figures

Figure 1

Geographic situation and morphological characteristics of the study area coastline



Figure 2

Flowchart of Study



Figure 3

Shoreline change output of Sidi Abed bay (A: without buffer zone; B: with buffer zone)

Figure 4



Shoreline change output of Sidi Moussa beach (A: without buffer zone; B: with buffer zone)

Figure 5

Changes in the shoreline at Sidi Abed bay (1946-2016) (A: Northern part; B: Southern part)

Figure 6

Changes in the shoreline at Sidi Moussa beach (1946-2016)


